THE DIGITAL MULTILOGUE ON FASHION EDUCATION

32 PAPERS
3 PROVOCATIONS
26 WORKSHOPS
THE CONVERSATION
STUDENT EXHIBITION
STUDENT THINK TANK

THE MULTILOGUE on Fashion Education 2021 is a participatory and outcome-oriented space focused on the learning and teaching of fashion at tertiary level. It aims to explore and illustrate the diversity and complexity of the field and the practices of fashion education. It aims to foster a greater understanding of its pasts, presents and futures – methods, values and didactic, pedagogic and epistemological questions. This conference seeks to inspire mutual learning, collaborative research and shared action – fashion educations for NOW.

We look forward to meeting, discovering, exchanging and imagining together.

THE CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS

FRANZISKA SCHREIBER
Professor, Fashion Design, Institute of Experimental Fashion & Textile Design, Berlin University of the Arts

RENATE STAUSS
Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Fashion Studies, Department of Communications, Media and Culture, The American University of Paris

PROGRAM & REGISTRATION

DOWNLOAD PROGRAM AND REGISTER FOR THE CONFERENCE → HERE ←

FRIDAY
1 OCTOBER 2021
3.00 PM – 7.30 PM (CEST)

3.00 PM OPENING

3.15 PM PROVOCATION I – CHRISTINA H. MOON
Associate Professor, Fashion Studies, Parsons School of Design, New York

3.40 PM PAPER EXCHANGE – EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES

PARALLEL SESSIONS

EE1 • BRIDGING THEORY AND PRACTICE – CONSTRUCTIVE DISORDER AND TRANSDISCIPLINARITY facilitated by Valerie Steele

EE2 • DE-HIERARCHISING FASHION EDUCATION – CURRICULA, INSTITUTIONS, NETWORKS facilitated by Elke Gaugele

EE3 • ALIGNING FASHION EDUCATION WITH SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXTS AND PROFESSIONAL FIELDS facilitated by Dilys Williams

EE4 • RE-DESIGNING FASHION EDUCATION – VALUES, METHODS, PROCESSES facilitated by Marloes ten Bhömer

5.15 PM THE MULTILOGUE BETWEEN WORKSHOPS registration required, places limited

5.55 PM WELCOME BACK

6.35 PM THE UTOPIA OF FASHION: IMAGINING THE FUTURE OF FASHION EDUCATION The Student Think Tank Presentation

SATURDAY
2 OCTOBER 2021
3.00 PM – 7.30 PM (CEST)

3.00 PM OPENING

3.05 PM PROVOCATION II – YVONNE NTIAMOAH
Head of Fashion and Design Department, Radford University, Accra

3.25 PM PAPER EXCHANGE – THE LEARNING LABORATORY

PARALLEL SESSIONS

LL1 • TOWARDS LEARNING INNOVATION facilitated by Chiara Colombi

LL2 • TOWARDS INCLUSION facilitated by Sequoia Barnes

LL3 • TOWARDS NEW SYSTEMS facilitated by Philipp Rupp

LL4 • TOWARDS SOCIAL JUSTICE facilitated by Tanveer Ahmed

5.00 PM THE DIGITAL MULTILOGUE X FashionSEEDS*

5.35 PM WELCOME BACK

5.40 PM THE UTOPIA OF FASHION: IMAGINING THE FUTURE OF FASHION EDUCATION The Student Think Tank Presentation

7.00 PM PROVOCATION III – ZOWIE BROACH
Professor & Head of Fashion, Royal College of Art, London

7.20 PM CONCLUSION

7.30 PM GOODBYE AND CLOSING

*FashionSEEDS is a collaborative project led by fashion design for sustainability educators at University of the Arts London, Politecnico di Milano, Design School Kolding and Estonia Academy of Arts

CHECK THE CONFERENCE WEBSITE AND FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM

DOWNLOAD PROGRAM AND REGISTER FOR THE CONFERENCE → HERE ←

THE CONFERENCE TAKES PLACE ONLINE.

PROGRAM AS AT 15 SEPTEMBER 2021, UPDATES ONLINE